
Physis of Neutron Stars � 2008 1Can superheavy elements be formed in the r-proess?I. V. Panov1,2, I. Yu. Korneev1∗, F.-K. Thielemann2, T. Rausher2
1Alikhanov Institute for Theoretial and Experimental Physis, Mosow, 117259,Russia
2University of Basel, Klingelbergstr. 82, CH-4056 Basel, SwitzerlandWith the advent of up-to-date nulear data and more aurate �ssion rates foratinium series [1℄, it beomes possible to onsider the opportunity of nuleosynthesisprolongation and the formation of superheavy elements in the r-proess (if neutron �owis su�iently high).We determine the r-proess yields in the neutron star merger model [2℄, dependingon alulation of the exploded matter omposition. In this model, the r-proess underhigh neutron density environment (Ye ≈ 0.1) and big neutron-to-seed ratio (about fewhundred neutrons by one seed nuleus) leads to a fast onversion of seed nulei toatinium area, to �ssion via neutron-indued �ssion and reyling �ssion produts asnew seed nulei.The deay of newly formed isotopes near the region of superheavy elements goes onusually via α-deay, that gives an additional evidene in favor of high values of �ssionbarriers of nulei with neutron numbers lose to 184. Only mass preditions on thebasis of the ETFSi mass model [3℄ lead to high barriers and, as a result, to small �ssionrates for the isotopes from this region. Experimental data on deay modes [4℄ on�rmthe rates alulated on the basis of the ETFSi mass preditions.The present alulations of nuleosynthesis show, that a nuleosynthesis wave,driven by the r-proess, goes though the region of nulei with 180 < N and N < 188,where the �ssion rates are small; then some superheavy nulei an be formed.With the utilization of ETFSi mass and �ssion barrier preditions in the r-proessmodel, superheavy elements (SHE) an be formed. Their yields strongly depend on asenario and nulear data preditions as well. A preliminary value of Y(SHE)/Y(U) atthe end of the r-proess is ∼ 10

−14 (with the unertainty of 1-2 orders of magnitude).For more aurate results, the �ssion rate alulations should be performed also forZ>110 region.Referenes[1℄ I. V. Panov et al., Nulear Physis A, 747, 633 (2005)[2℄ S. Rosswog, M. Liebend�orfer, F.-K. Thielemann et al., Astronomy andAstrophysis, 341, 499 (1999)[3℄ A. Mamdouh et al., Nulear Physis A, 679, 337 (2001)[4℄ Yu. Oganessian, Journal of Physis G: Nulear and Partile Physis, 34, 165 (2007)
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